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mimic continuous bulge formation as the end-product of interaction
and merging, and a strong episode of bulge formation at zfor . 3:5.
Both are consistent with the observed CIRB. The high-redshift,
dust-enshrouded, star formation in model C results in a high level of
the predicted background at wavelengths l . 400 mm.
Although none of the currently available optical data reflect the
large differences between these models, which originate in the
different fractions of heavily extinguished objects, the predicted
infrared/submillimetre counts are more interesting, as shown in Fig.
2. Comparison of IRAS data with the no-evolution curve at 60 mm
suggests some evolution. However, it seems that the 60-mm band
does not strongly discriminate between the various models of
evolution. In contrast, the upward deviation at 200 mm is due to
the contribution of the redshifted 100-mm maximum of the infrared
energy distribution. This redshifting of steep spectra counterbalances distance dimming and can make high-z objects easier to
detect than low-z ones. Submillimetre observations are thus quite
sensitive to the high-z history. The model also predicts that, at
200 mm, 10–100-mJy sources (contributing to 15% of the background) are located mostly at z,0:5–2:5, whereas at 60 mm, and at
the typical sensitivity level of IRAS surveys, the sources are indeed
located mostly at very low z.
The detection of these sources would be a strong test for assessing
the level of the ‘optically dark’ side of galaxy formation. The C160
filter of the ISOPHOT instrument on board ISO has an effective
wavelength leff < 175 mm for typical spectra of distant galaxies, and
a 10 mJy r.m.s. noise fluctuation per 1.5 arcmin pixel is reachable
after integration times longer than ,256 s per pixel. Thus a deep
survey with this instrument seems to be feasible and is indeed
scheduled. However, one might be concerned that small-scale cirrus
fluctuations could hide the sources and the background fluctuations
that they induce. A comparative analysis of the expected power
spectra due to (1) cirrus fluctuations in regions of various H I
column densities, (2) background fluctuations once sources above
the confusion limit have been removed, and (3) the detector noise,
shows that, in clean regions of the sky (N H I < 1020 atoms cm 2 2 ), a
survey with 10 mJy r.m.s. sensitivity should not only detect most
sources above the low cirrus fluctuations but could also see background fluctuations in excess of the detector noise fluctuations, on
scales of 3–10 arcmin (see Fig. 3). Because model C has
6:3 3 105 sources per sr with fluxes .30 mJy, a deep survey of a
,1,000 arcmin2 field might begin to ‘break’ the CIRB into ,50 6 7
discrete sources, an order of magnitude more than is expected
without evolution. This number is sufficient to test the high level of
evolution and even to begin to disentangle the various models. If
detected, the level of background fluctuations can also help to
constrain the redshift distribution of the sources.
The tentative discovery of the CIRB is now supported by our new
study in the cleanest regions of the sky, where the foreground
Galactic components are essentially negligible. The conversion of
the CIRB into its contributing sources by means of a semi-analytic
model of galaxy formation leads to predictions of faint galaxy
counts at infrared and submillimetre wavelengths. In contrast
with the status of IRAS 60-mm counts, 175-mm counts with ISO
should be able to detect the predicted strong evolution, and
even disentangle various models consistent with the level of the
CIRB. Moreover, small-scale cirrus fluctuations cannot hide the
presence of the sources. Consequently, our knowledge of the
optical/infrared luminosity budget at z,0:5–2:5 should improve
rapidly. We are about to start unveiling the optically dark side of
M
galaxy formation.
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The properties of a superconductor are expected to change radically when its size becomes comparable to that of the Cooper
pairs, the quasiparticles responsible for superconductivity. The
effect of such confinement is well understood for the case of
the suppression of superconductivity by magnetic fields (which
gives rise to so-called Little–Parks oscillations of the phase
boundary)1–4. But little is known about what happens in small
superconductors in the zero-resistance state, which cannot be
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probed by resistance measurements. Here we apply a new technique of ballistic Hall magnetometry5 to study the magnetization
of individual superconducting discs of diameters down to 100 nm.
The superconducting state of these discs is found to be qualitatively different from both macroscopic and microscopic6 superconductors, with numerous phase transitions whose character
changes rapidly with size and temperature. This exotic behaviour
is due to size quantization of the Cooper-pair motion and resulting transitions between discrete states of the superconducting
Bose condensate in a magnetic field.
The oscillating superconducting phase boundary of small hollow
cylinders2 and discs 3,4 (the Little–Parks effect) implies that spatial
confinement should also essentially change the superconducting
state of samples whose size is comparable to the characteristic size of
Cooper pairs (coherence length y)1 and the superconductivity of
which is destroyed by only a few magnetic flux quanta. Although the
Little–Parks effect has been known for almost 40 years, it has so far
proved to be impossible to conduct analogous studies inside the
superconducting state, mainly because the commonly used resistance measurements are unsuitable as the resistance remains zero
even if there are changes occurring below the superconducting
transition temperature (TC). A technique recently developed by our
group and referred to as ballistic Hall micro-magnetometry5 allows
us to perform thermodynamic studies of individual superconducting grains and thus to probe their superconducting state below TC.
The technique enables the detection of magnetization changes of
,103 Bohr magnetons (,10−17 emu) and its details are briefly
described in the legend to Fig. 1. The smallest sample from which
we were able to get a reliable superconducting response was only
,100 nm in size and even this limit is mainly due to the absence of
the Meissner effect in such small particles1,6.
Figure 2 shows several magnetization curves that demonstrate a
surprising diversity of behaviour in mesoscopic superconductors: a

change of only a factor of two in the size of sub-micrometre
aluminium discs drastically changes their superconducting
response. The smallest sample of Fig. 2a and smaller discs exhibit
a simple magnetization response, with the second-order phase
transition between the normal and superconducting states
(smooth decay of magnetization). Such behaviour is the same as
that expected for thin films in parallel field and is in agreement with
theory1. For the sample of twice the size, the superconducting phase
transition unexpectedly becomes first order (as indicated by a jump
in magnetization) and is accompanied by a well-defined bistable
region where the sample can be either superconducting or normal,
depending on the direction of the magnetic sweep. Both states can
live for several hours (so it was not possible to determine which one
was thermodynamically stable) and were found only for a very
narrow range of sizes ðr < yð0ÞÞ and at temperatures far below TC.
When the sample size was increased further, we found that the
superconducting phase transition became second order again. In
addition, numerous magnetization jumps appeared, indicating
first-order phase transitions inside the superconducting state.
Although the magnetization M(H) depends on the direction of
the field sweep, the remanent magnetization always remains zero,
indicating the absence of detectable bulk pinning. The hysteresis in
M(H) is due to the surface (Bean–Livingston) barrier.
The initial stages of magnetization of the large discs (Fig. 2c, d)
can be understood qualitatively as an entry or exit of individual
vortices into or out of the superconductor. Indeed, although the
height of the magnetization jumps here is not quantized, they are all
of about one flux quantum, f0. However, in higher fields and for the
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largest samples (as in Fig. 2d) the flux jumps become only a small
fraction of f0 and eventually disappear in the noise. This observation is in striking contrast with the common belief that the field
penetrates in superconductors in units of f0. There are also several
other peculiar features on the magnetization curves (for example,
smooth penetration of magnetic field between flux jumps) that will
be discussed elsewhere.
The drastic changes in the superconducting response with
changes in sample size can be understood qualitatively as entering
three different regimes with respect to the size of Cooper pairs: r < y
(upper curve), r < y (middle) and r . y (two lower curves).
Alternatively, r < y implies H c2 S=f0 < 1, where H c2 ¼ f0 =2py2 is
the critical field1, and our mesoscopic superconductors can also be
described as ‘few-flux-quanta’ superconductors in which the superconductivity is destroyed by only a few vortices. The parameter that
is expected to determine the observed behaviour is the relative size of
the sample, r/y. Indeed, because yðTÞ < yð0Þ½1 2 ðT=T C Þÿ 2 1=2
(ref. 1), we could move between the various regimes by varying
the temperature, for example the disc with r ¼ 0:5 mm at T , 0:8 K
exhibits an M(H) similar to that for the 0.25 mm disc at 0.4 K.
Although for most experimental features there is good scaling
between different temperatures and sizes, the bistable region was
never observed above 0.8 K.
To understand the unexpected bistable superconductivity, we
have measured the superconducting phase boundary for several
samples in the regime r < yð0Þ. Figure 3 shows Hcr(T) for the ‘twoflux-quanta’ superconductor and, for comparison, Hcr(T) of a
macroscopic aluminium film deposited simultaneously with the
disc. All the difference between the two diagrams stems from the
presence of the sample boundary. The diagram for the small disc
exhibits an arc-type behaviour that at temperatures close to TC is
known as Little–Parks oscillations (at lower temperatures these
oscillations were previously not accessible)2–4. We find that the arcs

continue into lower temperatures where the bistable region appears
as a splitting into two branches that starts at precisely the same
temperature as that at which the superconducting transition
changes its order.
For a quantitative analysis of the observed phase diagrams, we use
the linearized Ginzburg–Landau (GL) equation1–4. As demonstrated in Fig. 3, it describes the phase diagram of the mesoscopic
disc perfectly, with no fitting parameters (y is determined experimentally from the reference film). The different arcs in Fig. 3
correspond to quantum states (solutions of the GL equation)
with different orbital momenta L. They describe different distributions of the superconducting current in the disc and can be viewed
as giant multi-quanta vortices4 (Fig. 3, insets). The overall increase
in Hcr in the mesoscopic sample relative to the film is by a factor of
,1.7 and is obviously related to the surface superconductivity
(H c3 ¼ 1:69H c2 ) (ref. 1).
Surprisingly, the curves in Fig. 3 describe the phase boundary
accurately even at low T, although GL equations are generally no
longer valid in this temperature interval1. The theoretical fit imparts
a very clear physical meaning to the bistable region in Fig. 3: the
latter corresponds to the transition between the ground (L ¼ 2) and
first excited (L ¼ 1) states of the superconducting condensate. The
quantized bistability is bound to low temperatures but not to any
particular value of L, because for other samples (with slightly
different r/y) it has also been observed for transitions between
L ¼ 0 and 1 and between L ¼ 2 and 3. The bistability suggests the
presence of a potential barrier between different L states, whereas its
absence at temperatures close to TC probably indicates that it is
destroyed by thermal activation above the barrier.
Now we turn to the discussion of the transitions observed inside
the superconducting state of larger discs (Fig. 2c). The magnetization jumps unambiguously indicate first-order phase transitions
between discrete thermodynamic states of the superconducting
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condensate. The dependence of the energy of these states on the
magnetic field is plotted in Fig. 4 (top). One could predict that such
states are due to different numbers of Abrikosov vortices that can fit
into a small volume. The situation resembles magnetization peaks
observed in layered superconductors as the result of varying
numbers of vortex rows in the sample7,8. The initial stages of
magnetization in mesoscopic superconductors were also described
as evolution along different vortex phases in recent theoretical
works, using a semi-classical model of interacting vortices9,10. We
have obtained a better and more complete description of the
experimental data by numerically solving the nonlinear GL
equations1,8; the results are shown in Fig. 4. The quantum states
clearly correspond to integral numbers N of Abrikosov vortices
(Fig. 4, insets). The different curves DF(H) are shifted along the
horizontal axis by DH < f0 =s, indicating one-by-one entries of
vortex cores inside the disk area s. Note that although the number
of vortices in the sample is quantized, there is no quantization of the
magnetic flux because some of it ‘spills out’ of the sample owing to
the presence of the boundary. This also leads to smooth penetration
of the magnetic field inside the superconductor (nonlinear Meissner
effect), which can be seen as the rounding of the upper parts of the
curves in Figs 2 and 4.
Although the presence of the sample boundary explains the nonquantized flux jumps qualitatively, neither of the existing theories
predicts the possibility of fractional jumps (much smaller than f0)
observed in our largest, multi-flux-quanta superconductors in high
fields. We attribute them to changes in the vortex configurations for
a constant number of vortices inside the superconductor. Indeed,
our numerical simulations of the GL equations find multiple stable
vortex configurations for N > 5 (vortex configurations are also
discussed in refs 8, 10). Different configurations assume different
energies and lead to different amounts of magnetic flux spilling out.
Therefore, transitions between such states occur with minor flux
jumps. The number of possible vortex configurations increases with
increasing N, which can explain the jumps getting smaller with
increasing field. It is also possible that shape irregularities allow
additional vortex configurations.
Finally, there is a clear analogy between our work and current
intensive studies of electron spectra in confined geometries, commonly referred to as quantum dots or artificial atoms (reviewed in
ref. 11). In fact, the GL equations can be seen physically as a
Schrödinger-type equation for the centre-of-mass motion of
Cooper pairs (with strong non-local interaction via vector
potential)1. From this viewpoint, mesoscopic superconductors
present ‘‘artificial atoms made from Cooper pairs rather than
electrons’’ and we can equally interpret Figs 3 and 4 in terms of
energy spectra of non-interacting and interacting Cooper pairs,
M
respectively.
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Macroscopic concentration gradients in physical systems relax
towards equilibrium by diffusion1–3, in the absence of bulk
motion. This is normally regarded as a spatially homogeneous
mixing process. Here, however, we show that unexpectedly large
spatial fluctuations in concentration can occur during a free
diffusion process. We set up an initially sharp interface between
two miscible fluids by letting a mixture phase-separate below the
critical consolution temperature and then raising the temperature
quickly to the single-phase region. Shadowgraph images and lowangle light scattering show evidence for large fluctuations in
composition, orders of magnitude larger in amplitude than
those seen in the equilibrium state. We show that these pronounced inhomogeneities are due to a coupling between velocity
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images were generated by shining a vertical white-light beam on an horizontal
layer of sample and by imaging the sample slightly out of focus on a CCD (chargecoupled device) camera. Image a was acquired when the sample was kept below
its critical temperature Tc, where the sample consists of two layers of immiscible
fluids separated by a sharp interface, and no diffusion occurs. A temperature
jump was then applied to bring the sample above Tc, where the two layers
become miscible, and the diffusion process started. The images b–f were taken
at different times after the application of the temperature jump: b. 100 s; c, 9 min;
d, 90 min; e, 330 min; and f, 3 days. To get rid of non-uniform illumination, the
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images were processed by subtracting a reference image acquired when the
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Figure 1 Shadowgraph images of the sample during the diffusion process. The

sample was homogeneous. The side of each image is 1 mm in real space.
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